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Quest for presidency begins
DES MOINES. Iwoa (AP) --
Sen. Bob Dole won Iowa's
Republican presidential cioeuses.
Mondas night, while former Res
Pat Robertson bid for second
place oser Vice President Bush. In
the Democrats' first big-stakes
shovbdowit of the•1988 race for the
White House. Rev. Richard
Gephardt grabbed an dirty lead.
With 61 percent of the precincts
reporting, Dole was gaining ill
percent of the votes to 23 Percent
The Republicans
ROBERT DOLE
for Robertson and IR percent for
Bush, the frontrunner in the polls
nationally.
The rest of the Republican field
was far behind -- Jack Kemp with
II percent, Pete du Pont with 7
percent and Alexander Haig, who
didn't compete, less than a
percent. .
TheDernOcraticesote *as slower
to tally but with 12 percent of the
caucuses reporting. Gephardt had
3.93$ votes for 30 percent. Sen.
PAT ROBERTSON
Paul Simon had 3,072 votes for 21
percent and Massachusetts Gos
Michael Dukakis had 2.694 votes
for 20 percent.
Trailing far behind were Jesse-
Jackson. Bruce Babbitt. Gary.
Hart and Sen. Al Gore.
Robertson, whose strength was
-a mystery coming into the
caucuses, was bidding to deal na-
tional front-runner Bush a heavy
Isee Jp31'
The Democrats
RICHARD GEPHARDT PAUL SIMON
In the end, the
let at If ire:
best carpool won
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Campaign rhetoric
took a back seat to car pools Monday. as months
of campaigning ended and supporters of the
presidential candidates turned to the crucial task of
getting people to the caucuseS on a frigid and snowy
evening.
"That's the guts of what happens in this state in
terms of this caucus process." said Pat Mitchell,
who runs the Iowa campaign of Illinois Democratic
Sen. Paul Simon. "It is so different than a primary.
We're no longer trying to find new people; we're
trying to make sure-our peopleget there."
In 2,487 precincts around lows, Republicans and
Wriirats wer—e-gathering in churcifts, fire stations
andliving rooms for an exercise in democracy that's
pan drama and part- high camp.
"To the untrained eye, it will look like mass con-
tusion, " said Iowa Democratic party spokesman
Phil Roeder. "It's a gathering of friends and
neighbors who sit clown sad decide who they want
to be the next president of the United States."
"There are very few rules that apply," said
Rhonda Menke, a spokeswoman for the Iowa
Republican party. "A caucus is a neighborhood
meeting of ,Republican people who may not be
registered Republicans, who just drop by this public
meeting."
The state's caucuses ate the beginning of the pro-
cess of picking delegates to the national nominating
conventions,
Because the process can be timeconsuming and
tedious, backers must make a commitment to
spend, potentially, several hours at a neighborhood
meeting, and among Democrats, stand up and be
counted in front of their neighbors.
(ice CAR pup 2)
Some groups take AIDS seriously
bi Ilimps Papa
Stall *emu
Editor's .siote. This o part two of a
part three series
Although AIDS is ignored by a ma
Paths of UMaine students, there are
IONIC If ()Urn ipho take the problem to
_ heart.
AIDS is alarming only a rev,, but a
small number of the fraternities on the
UMaine campus has e made requests
through the Cutler Health Center to
have condom macturus in their ions
w wart till! 11011SCS
_
The condom machines mabe put in-411141111"--
select places other than fraternities in-
cluding the Memorial Union and the
health center, said health educator, Ruth
Lockhart.
But how are students and faculty in-
formed about the means of protection?"
"Education is presention," 'utter
director Dr. Roberta Berrien.
Berrien and-t ock hart ,v/ho joined the
health center staff last year, are going
to great lengths to promote educational
opportunities for students and faculty
regarding AIDS and AIDS prevention
The AIDS Task Force, headed by
Berrien. was formed so research and im-
linnet/lents on informing ,he ,-ommunt-
ts could be made possible anti easils
accessible.
The task force includesstigf,from the
health center, including Lockhart and
Berrien. staff from the Counseling
If a reorsanization---44--the
University of Maine is inevitable,
it must highlight and support the
university's dual missions of
liberal and professional arts, ac-
cording to a proposal drafted by
the Chair of the Computer Science
Department.
The proposal, authored by
George Markowsky and sent to
the Reorganization Ads isors
Committee and the college deans
in mid January, would separate
the unisersity's departments into
a Division of Liberal Studies and
a Division of ,Pyoressional Studies
Center. Substance Abuse, Student Ser-
vices, Residential Life, both on campus
and off-campus, faculty, administra-
tion, athletics, dem, students from the
support group for homosexuals, Wilde
-Stein, in addition to fraternities and
graduate students.
The Task Force has met occasionally
since the start of the fall semester
Literature was distributed to the
group members informina them equal.
ly about AIDS and problems surroun-
ding the virus, Berrien said.
"Everyone needs to be educated on
the same level. They an need to know
the facts and not the misinformation
and myths." she said.
Each member of the task force knows
the same amount about AIDS, so they
will be able -'to understand
breakthroughs and highlights in the
AIDS story as they occur.
The  group plans to work on
eliminating such myths as the belief that
it's impossible to contract the AIDS
virus from mosquitos. swimming pools,
Ise, AIDS page 21
Markowsky submits proposal
-Acadialis-Affoiss-lobs-Hitt-sod
the advisory committee presented
their second draft proposal.
-.'-They hired some of my ideas,
but they envisioned things dif-
ferently." Markowsky said.
According to his plan, each divi-
sions would be headed by an
associate vice president that
Mar k owsky said would "clogioi-
pion" their causes. The two-Tnri-
sions would in themselves provide
balance for each other.
Under the 'plan, titled " An
Alternative University Struc-
ture," the Division of Liberal
Studies would contain three col-
leges: Social Sciences. Science, and
tUts & Humanities.
The proposal was sent out two ' Markowsky saicIthii structure is
vieeks before LlMaine President-"7tawed on the current College of
, Dale Lick, Vice President for (see PROPOSE page 2) Computer Chair George Markowsks
- - - - -
The upheaval in areas occupied bs
Israel was felt on U.S. caenrnise-_ an re-
cent works
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Jerusalem for spring term, foreign study
Director Isabel Charles said on Jan. 20
She said students' freedom of move-
ment in the area would be restricted by
the conflicts in which Palestinians, hy-
ing on the West Bank of the Jordan
Riser and in the Gaza Strip melts oc-
cupied by Israel since 190, have been
rioting
In response, Israeli troops have used,
live .....uiiitson;'hlhng more than 35
Peonle, 
When the Israeli government
deported 4 protesters last week, students
at the l'nisersitacs of Oklahoma and
'Colorado held rallies protesting Israel's
handling of the crisis
Read the sports pages
for all the scores
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° Propose - 
Arts and Sciences and would contain all
of its current departments as well as
some from other colleges.
"Let's recognize that it's (arts and
sciences) more than just one college, and
that it is really three colleges." he
said.
-4 This contrasts to the administrators'
Proposal which, although it establishes In his, draft proposal Markou-sky There was "a fair amount of work"
(coatinued train page I)
CalWorriberaT Arts, distances arts
and sciences by placing them into four
of the proposed seven Colleges. '
Michael Lewis. chair of the Art
Department and a member of
--reorganization committee, said this was
his lard choice but the idea was becom- •
ing no longer leasable. "
"But if the) (the departments) are in •
different colleges, it does not mean that
they can't cooperate.' Lewis said.
Later he said "a spOCl mechanism
to facilitate cooperation" could he
created to bring the separate depart
ments together.
Mukowsky's was one of a number
of plans and suggestions that the torn.-
miner has receised, Lewis said.
• The plan's professional divisloa
would consist of the four colleges .of -
Engineering. Education, Business and
Professional College.
The Professional C'ollege would be
the largest of the four and contain
departments such as human des clop-
ment, forest management and dental
hesilihaileliitioni i tituilivi of the cur,
rent colleges.
Another difference between this pro:
posal and the administrators proixisal is
that Unisersity- College would be split
between the liberal and professional
areas The adminisuators' plan. keeps
the college together.
- writes: "Unisersits College as it IS
presently constituted embodies both
themes ir. that are highlighted in the
Universits structure liberal st udies and
rizofessional studies It thus makes sense
to cut it into two."
Although Markowsky said the inten•
ion of his plan is to" pin down the two
major thrusts" in education, he said a
reorganization ma) be unnecessary and
unwise in the first place. ,
"The president and John Hitt have
identified some problems that need to-
*Car 
be „addressed , " Mark ow sky said.
"The question is. as reorganization the,
best was to solve the problems or will
it create more problems?"
Marko% sks said, a lot of inones.
labor, time and effort is involved in such
a hand-scaled program.
-intro's-est when the state t egidature re-
quired the university to change -the
course numbers a few years back, he .
said How much more work, he said, do
you think there would be involved in the
reorganizat
In addition, Markaasky said -ins-
plernmation of the reorganization plan
could cause, confusion and preiblems:
"No mailer how much planning you
do-," you will aiways forget that
something depends oil - something
else." he said
- "Turnout is a little more .dificult
because of the nature of the process, "
said George Wittgraf, who works for
Vice President George Bush
So candidates must do more than win
support; thes mustantpire a significant
lesel of loyalts and commitment, or the)
must physically deliver their backers to
the caucuses
That meant thousands of Iowans
icontinued from page 11
spent the das Monday-on the streets
knocking on doors, in —bodes rooms"
mannmg phone banks, or standing tts
with autos to shuffle Iowans to their
caucuses.
"There's nothing magic about
organizing." said Katie Boyle, a
spokeswoman for Senate GOP Leader
Bob Dole. "It's just. plain hard
work."
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*AIDS
 
Icontinued from pair h
toilet seats or dental instruments t tined
States Health 'Bureau studies show,
there has nes er been a case of the AIDS
strut contracted from any of these.
There is no oidence that AIDS can be
transmitted through au, water, food, or
casual both contact
I-hal:Mune task_forcehatlainaturt 
'and extensive knowledge about such er-
rors in the AIDS scheme Most task
force members blame the news media
for spreading myths that cause nation-
wide panic and despair.
Other forms of misinformation that
cause public panic arc myths about
AIDS being passed through saliva while
kissing sakes place. .
The New York Health Bureau aided
in completanaMaine's 1986 Government.
Report on AIDS in. Maine.
Accordirig-to-44c-New York State
Health Bureau, working in coalition
with the State of Maine Bureau, the HIV
virus, the identifiable complex, has been
finind in the ulna of some AIDS pa-
tient's, but from all the studies tondta.-red
among 14.000 cases reported national-
!) in the past five sears, thete has basin ,
no documentation of transmittal of the
disease by saliva
All)S is transmuted each say sexual-
h, medically or by illegal drug abuse
During tie five yews in which AIDS has
been recogiurecland studied. 95 percent
of the AIDS cases nationally have oc
curred among sexual]) acme homosex
ualt and bisexual men with multiple
partners, present or past users of in-
travenous drugs, hemophiliacs or others
who hase recened transfusions of
blood, heterosexual contacts of persons
with AIDS, and children who apparent-
ly acquired AIDS poor to birth from in-
fected mothers.
Health officials from the UMainc -
health center and the state said these car
cumstances are the only ways that in•
disiduals can-contract AIDS.
Ainerican colleges
feel Israeli unrest
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Gorbach eV
MOSCOW (API - Mikhail S. Gor-
bachev said Monday that the Kremlin
would begin pulling its troops out .of
Afghanistan on May 15 and complete -
the withdrawal within 10 months if
t.+714...broirered- talks on the conftict---'
reach a settlement.
God:oches also said his countr . wants
no say in who governs Afghanistan or
us politics atter the estimated 115,000
Soviet troops lliattling Afghan guerrillas
come home
•Caucus 
romiseR to withdraw troops
"The A hans themselves will decide
the final s atus of their country among
nations." Gorbachev' said.
Afghanistan's future "is none of our
business," he said.
Gorbachev's remarks left the future
of Afghanistan's Marxist president. Na-
jib, in serious doubt.
The Soviet 4eadee,s statements were
the clearest indication yet that he is mov-
ing rapidly to extricate his country from
the conflict he has termed a "bleeding
wound "
blow by relegating him to third place. -
The decisions were made not in the•
pnsacy of the polling booth but in •
precinct meet :r.gs in cities .and towns
from Add to Zearing, posing an orgam-
zational challenge that gave hope to
darkhorses and favorites alike.
Robertson, the former TV es angelist •
hoped his fundamentalist supporters
would flood the GOP caucuses and pro-
duct an upset:-Precaticus polls had
Dole leading national front-runner Bush
atm a campaign laced With bitterness.
On the Democratic side, the polls
placed Missouri Rep. Richard (iephardt
and his anti-establishment message at
the head of a tightly bunched field. Il-
linois Sen. Paul Simon and
Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis
were just off the pace in pre-caucus
surveys.
Gary Han, his comeback at stake.
thanked supporters earl) in the day and
said. 'This campaign will only get
stronger the longer it goes. "
Iowa had relatiscl) few national con
vention delegates to bestow . But the
prospect of political momentum for the
next week's first-in-the-nation primary
in New Hampshire and later contests
turned the state into a multimilhondollar
battleground
That explained the millions of dollar
on ides 'stool and radio commercials, tne
massisc organizational efforts and rhe
hundreds of v..-andiciate days spent * a
state where the turnout wasn't exNkted
to so much above 250.000 sold
Republican Rep Jack Kemp New
ork and former I)lassare (,ol Pete
(eoatiased from pee 1)
NIVItiVeS, hoping to use Iowa as a
springboard to challenge Bush and Dole
next week in New Hampshire.
The sixth GOP contender, former
Secretary of State Alexander M. Hal
_Jr., skipped Iowa for New Hampshir
The Rev. Jesse_ Jackson. forther
Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt and Hart
-- the one-time front-runner who drop-
ped out and then rejoined the race -
-------rounded out the Democrat it` field.
Sen. Albert Gore Jr. of Jnnessee, the
seventh Democrat. puUd out of Iowa
and criticized the uatçYs influence over
the battle for the y's nomination.
Strictly in.terms f national conven-
tion delegates, loSva was small stakes.
Democrats bean dividing up 52 of
the state's 58-Member delegation to the
nominatincOnvention according to a
complicated formula designed to reflect
strength al the caucuses.
Republicans took a secret straw poll
at each/meeting. But the outcome had
no buiding effect on the initial alloca-
florid( 3' delegates to the GOP National
Consention in New Orleans.
,Seseral candidates said they were
Oct riding the full $755,000 allowed
iinder federal campaign rules.
•• No effort was spared, as Gephardt
spent more than 120 days in the state,
and Babbitt bicycled his way from one
end to the other
Bush flew his shiny Air Force Two jet
into airports from one. end of Iowa to
the other in a bid to establish a ham-.
merlock on the nomination The s ice
president began the campaign the front
runner in Iowa as elsewhere. But by the
time caucus day dawned, Dole held A
x
bs."411 Irit )VI-
The Kremlin sent troops, tanks and
military hardware into Afghanistan on
Dec. 27, 1979: and presided over the
replacement of one Marxist ruler by
another.
The invasion has been a major irritant
in Soviet relations with the United States
and has soured Kremlin relations with
many Moslem and Third World
count ries:- ..
It also has been opposed at home as
Soviet casualties have mounted.
Western diplomats estimate as many as
10,000 Soviet soldiers have been killed
ils the war and that tens of thousands
have been maimed. The cost of the
dSoyiet involvement is thought to totalb
• ' ions of rubles.
, Monday's statement was the first
Mention by Gorbachev of a specific date
for the withdrawal of the Red Army
units in Afghanistan to prop up Najib's
government against a widespread
insurgency.
Gorbas:hes said the date of May 15
svas-fiaed for the beginning of the Soviet -
pullout based on the assumption that
U.N.-sponsored negotiations in Geneva
will reach an agreement no later than
March .15.
Soviet TV interrupted a serial film of
Mikhail Sholokhov's "And Quiet Flows
The Don," to broadcast Gorbachev's
statement, assuring that his remarks
would have the widest distribution. The
statement also was carried on the official
lass news agency and was the lead item
on the evening TV news.'
White House spokesman Marlin Fitz-
water said Gorbachev's statement
"sounds like a positive step and we hope
n is, but we need to set the fine print
see if there are any conditions).
We've got to know what it trans."
The 5-year-old U.N.-brokered talks in
Geneva between Afghanistan and
Pakistan, which stands in for the in-
surgents, have made some progress, but
have been stuck on working out a
schedule for withdrawal_
U.N. envoy Diego Cordovez, who has
been shuttling between Afghan and
Pakistani delegations, says the talks are
nearing their conclusion. They are
scheduled to resume later this month.
Gorbachev indicated the Kremlin was
offering a timetable in hopes of forcing
a breakthrough in the negotiations.
'.'Seeking to facilitate a speedy and
successful conclusion of the Geneva
talks :.. the governments of .11se
U.S.S.R. and the Republic of
---Afghanistan-liave-agreed to set a specific-
date for beginning the withdrawal of
Soviet troops - May 15, 1988 and
to completertheir withdrawal within 10
months," he said.
Previously, the Soviets had talked on-
Is about pulling out their troops in 12
months or less. On Jan. 7, Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevard-
, nadze Said the Soviet Union hoped to
end its military involvement this year.
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VALENTINE'S DAY
Order Early!!
Orono Floral Boutique 5
38 Maine St.- 866-3557?
across from 7-11
Open ALL DAY February 14th
Will be set up al the Student Union
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday §
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PERSONAtS
Send a Valentine's Day Personal to someone you know!
ONLY 25°  per line 
At The Daily Maine Campus in the basement of Lord Hall.
Personals %ill be printed in Friday's issue of The Daily Maine Campus
Deadline for Personals is Thursday. Feh.11 *1 12:00 119011.
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Student volunteerism week slate
by Ilasnas Marta
•
Student Activities has declared Feb.
8-12 Student Volunteerism Week. Com-
muter and resident students will have the
opportunity to scan literature and talk
to representatives of area service
organizations during the kick-off recep-
tion at 6 p.m., Feb. 9 in the Damn
Yankee at the Memorial Union
"It is a college fair-like set up where
students can wander around and ques-
tion representatives," said William
'Lucy, associate dean of Student Ac-
tis MC'S and Organizations
The program, operating through the
Student Activities Office, will focus on
connecting students with solunteer
agencies in the Greater Bangor area.
This first annuai volunteer fair is
%sonic-al by University of Maine alum-
ni. Representatives from American Red
Cross. tinned Way of Penobscot Valles.
Downcast Big/Brothers Big Sisters,
Salvation Army and YMCA of Bangor
and Old Town will be available for
Si udent s' questions.
Cynthia Faulkner. the director of the
volunteer program, said there are ap-
plications in the Student Activities Of-
fice for those interested in se. ise
agencies.
Hosioer. it an effort to generate
publicity and more student ins olsement.
"we coined it Student Volunteerism
Week." Faulkner said.
Faulkner said the group hopes to
target dorm residents and off-campus
students not presently participating in
service agencies. "But by no means arc
we dicouraging student groups." she
added. - •
The Student Activities Office has a
catalog of 25 to 30 agencies with descrip-
tions of the volunteer positions and the
length of time of the commitment.
Faulkner said
Folkarrina the fair. a
I eaderthip Conference
I). The program r
conduct a work
volunteerism..
"The solini4oriain penal is one of
many panels/that nil dimes leadership,
creative thinking in leadership styles,
connso resolution, meeting manning
demands and women in leadership," •
Lucy said.
Dtieto the limited space. 70 UMaine
organizations are invited to send -
delegates. Student government. the In-
terdormitory Board, fraternities and
sororities are some of the invited groups. •
Student
,et for Feb.
salves .
on
Protesters say sex 'crime had racial motive
W'APPINGERS FALLS. N.Y. (AP)
- Tawana Brassies has been mostly
silent since she was found in Nos ember
with racial slurs scrawled oil her body
and told of being abducted Mid settull-
 bv six white Merl—
  _BuLarOund the black torn-nes swuls
the latest in a series of racial cont r.°. er
sies plaguing the 'view York.Cits region.
embroiling black leaders and politicians.
among them Go.. Mario Cuomo.
Hundreds of dertionstrators have
marched in New York's lower Hudson
Valley and Nevi York City. claiming
that the crime against the 16-year-old is
one more csample of persasisc..racism
in the state.
The latesi protest occurred Suridas
hen about 50 people. including three
dozen college students. marched
• through Wappingers Falls. 41-ww n of - Thelamilyls-attorney,•Abon Maddox Aga could nett*/ walk nor talk
5.100 residents about 50 aisles north of Jr., and other black, activists say they' Taviana's mother. Glenda Stanley,
Nevi York where Tswana and her farmis mistrust local authorities and wanted said her daughter was asked who had
live. CUOMO to appoint Chula Hynes; the hurt her and she scrawled "white 
 ALer
An inissitipHition into the Brawls" tame suCtistfulliethetutor • in the Irtsistlid—Tm a-piece or paper
-bac stalledivittutheresignatioasoftero-a----Beach-easer. in which three whites-were-- gravity !mad rim affording it,
_pr-osecutors amid allegation' ofracim-_____COIll icted_ of, chasms a black_ mate Jul_daughter...._lawana took. .41. 1:14141-
N special prosecutor appointed bs• death. to handle the Brassies Matter Sicbe burgh On No's 24 and was stopped
in Wappingers Falls by a white man.
who hit her CM the head and threw her
( uomo was told recently he'll get no
cooperation from the sictim ot her
famils
"We hasen't even heard yet Tawana
Brassie. 's testimons because to this
point she has refused to cooperate with
law enforcement officials." Cuomo
sai4.1 fore he appointed state Attornes
Genet I Robert Abrams to handle the
casc. -
"That ob. )(Susi) makes it difficult, if
not impossible to prosecute."
1111•11•111111•11111111••••••
MARSH ISLAND
PHOTOGRAPHY
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1988 ANNUAL CONTEST & EXHIBITION
CASH PRIZES: $50 Best of Show
$25 First Place, Color
$25 First Place, Black and White
ELIGIBILITY: Any UM/University College
student, faculty or staff member
who is an amateur OhotograOher
(NTRI ES DUE: Friday, February 12 before 4 p.m
to the Director's Office,
Memoriar Union
4 
Contact the Director's Office, Memorial Union for
additional guidelines.
• What Abrams named Aide John Ryan
as prosecutor, %Tadao% said Ryan was
not acceptable because he "does not
hese a track record in coil or human.
tights."
On Nos. 28, Tawana was found Is
mg dazed in a road behind the apart-
ment comples her family had recently
mo,,eit From she was *rapped in a
plastic garbage bag, her hair was shorn
into uneven tufts, and her body was
-srcreaTed with anima: feces. On Pier Owe:
and stomach were written "KKK" and
"nigner•" in a charcoa/ substaris c
Tswana was hospitalized for trauma
and low -body temperature and released.
then taken to a second hospital for
seseral days. Her (emits said the teen
into his raj When she awoke. !swans
was forced to perform oral sea with at
least four other white men in a wooded
area, the mother said
The Brass leys said they recessed no
coopeizition from police when they tried
to report their daughter missing and
they looked for her on their own
After Tawana was found. the
Braiikys said tnsestigators were more
interested in details of the assault than
catching the perpetrators and the farm
ly refused to cooperate with the in
v est gal ion' es en defying a subpoena to
appear before a grand wry
1risImmwommssswionwommisirwmomsmssionweim
$ Read the sports pages of The Daily 
1
Maine Campus for the latest in ,.41:
collegiate and intramural action " 5s.„
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1 • SERIES Imagine -YOur favorite professors giving their final public addreit What ii. (via
' they most want to say? What cherished wisdom, what warnings, w hat hoy.
what personal beliefs .srotald they want to impart?
This is the Last Lecture Series.
TUESDAYS, 7 p.m., 100 Neville Hall
IFeb. 9 Walter Schoenberger-"Some Reminiscences:
Conclusions" some\1Feb. 16 Kristin Langellier-"I Could Tell You Stories.,.":
Personal Narratives in Communication
Feb. 23 Richard Emcrick-"My Last Last Lecture"
1
• • T be law Leo ure Series as wkonsoeed by the Maine Cberesis Aisecenton. The Ne.....5 (enter, I
asullbe Caiibbbury Cki.b '
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Aborted drug bust is
called robbery set-up
LOS ANGELES (AP) — An under-
cover drug buy that ended in a shootout
that killed two federal drug agents and
two heroin dealers was a robbery set .up
by the Thai dealers, authorities said.
"This is the underworld at its
worst," agent Roger Guevara of the
Drug Enforcement Agency said Sunday.
The gunfight broke out when agents
tried to by two pounds of heroin. But
the alleged drug traffickers apparently
wanted only to steal the 190.000 being
used for the set-up, Guevara said.
Also Stinday. DEA agent Jose Mar •
tubes. 25. was released from Huntington
Memorial Hospital in Pasadena. *here
he was treated for a kg wound suffered
mfl the gun battle Friday.
The suspects may be part of the so-
called Golden Triangle connection, a
heroin trafficking network that exports
the drug _front Thailand, BO-1M* and
Laos to the United States, DEA
spokesman Robert Feldkamp said.
Michael Sun. 17, of Los Angeles. was:.
Identified as one of two suspected drug
traffickers killed in the shootout in
suburban San Marino. 10 miles east of
downtown Los Angeles.
Wen Huei kow, a Thai national from
Monterey Park, was identified by DEA
officials as the other suspected drug
dealer killed in the gun bank.
kow is believed to have shot agent
Paul Seems. I. in the head at point-
blank range. Guevara said. Seems died
Saturday at Huntington Memorial.
Agent George M. Montoya. 34, died
Friday.
Agents were attempting to determine
the identities of four other people taken .
into custody after the shootout and the •
charges that would be filed against
them, Guevara said. They were being
held without bait.
Have a gripe? Let other people
know what's on your mind.
Send a letter to
the Daily Maine Campus.
Address letters iv. Suite 7A
Lord Hall
Classifieds
Earn Shundreds weekly$ in your
spare time. United Services of.
America is looking for
homeworkers to perform mail ser-
vices. Incentive programs
available. For information send
large self-addressed stamped
envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy.. Suite 306, Valencia.
(TA 91355.
Spring break Nassau/Paradise
Island from S279.00. Package in-
cludes: round trip air, transfers. 7
nights hotel, beach parties, free
' lunch, cruise, free admission to
night Clubs, taxes and more!! Can-
cun Packages also available!
Organize a small group, earn a
free trip! Call American Travel
Services 1-100-231-01 D or, (03)
967-3330.
Earn SUDS plus weekly_ industrial
protect. Incentises. Bonus offer,
work at home. Rush stamped self
addressed envelope to United Ser-
vice of America 2430'7 Magic Mtn.
Parkway Suite 306 Valencia, Ca
91-355
EDUCATION JOBS FALL
1988-- Local & National, Place-
ment. Service Teachers/ Admin.
all subject areas. CONTACT: J.E.
Mack, Education Job Search, Box
223, Georgetown, MA 0l833 (617)
3524473
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN
A SUMMER CAMP
The American Camping Associa-
tion (NY) will make your applica-
(ion avail, to over 300 camps in the
Nonheast. Exciting opportunities
for college students and profes-
sionals. Positions avail: all land
and water sports. arts & crafts,
drama, music, dance, tripping.
nature, RN's, M.D.'s, Aides,
kitchen, maintenance. COLLEGE
CREDIT AVAILABLE'. CALL
OR WRITE FOR APPLICA-
TION. AMERICAN CAMPING
ASSOCIATION, 43 W. 23 St.,
Dept. (ME), NCIA, York, N.Y.
10010. 1-800-777-CAMP.
House cleaning. Flexible hours.
References.- 945-0895.4
HOUSEMATE WANTED for
cooperative house. Stillwater. —
Vegetarian food, non-smoking.
garden, 2 cats. Available now,
SIM) mo. Call 827-3107.
REWARD •
To anyone who returns my light
blue bocikhag and books to Hart
Hall receptionist no questions
asked!
0111111ifiedi are 511' per bac They
are pubNsbed on Toes. & non.
sod are doe Moo. & Wed. before
woos.
ESPRIT DE CORPS
an exhibition
- by the
ART FACULTY '88
WINE AND CHEESE RECEPTION
FEBRUARY 11, 5-7 p.m.
CARNEGIE HALL GALLERIES I AND II, U MAINE
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Editorial
Fighting cocaine with fire
,
0 
.. ..._
ften it is said that drugs can turn the
abuser to crime. Now, it seems, the non-
users have also been drawn into uses of crime.
The Associated Press reported Monday that two.
Detroit men who were sick and tired of drug dealing in
then neighborhood decided to take the matter into their
own hands. 
.
The men, Perry Kent and .Angelo Parisi. base admit-
ted to setting fires at two alleged .- r3fk ,•-ocame houses
in efforts designed to rid their -neighborhood of drugs.
Kent is. quoted by AP as saying. "It's like a
neighborhood watch, but more effective."
Perhaps. But when when otherwise law-abiding
citizens take to torching someone .else's property in
order to cleanse the area of its problems.. the methods
- of effectiveness should be questioned-.
What kind ofneighbor is more-desirable-an arsonnt
Or a drug dealer?
---klooks--hke-a-fikkgflitfft VaW  
It- may seem that arson was, in this case, the proper
way of dealing with the problem. After all, nen a fire
department official Via quoted as saying.- "Unfor-
tunately, we don't have fustifiable arson."  
But would this unnamed source have said the same
thing if one of his -colleagues had been injured or killed
fighting the blaze?
Probably .not. Department sources probably would
have issued the same kind of warning Maine fire of-
ficials gise during the spring grass fire season.
those stern warnings always seek to express their
reactions to a fire, and what can transpire as a result of
• an unneeded alarm. They say that there is an inherent
danger in merely responding to fires* alarms at high
speeds. They say sometimes personnel are called to non
fires and other real fires- rage uncontrolled at other
sites. • -
They' also say that firefighters*put themselves in
danger every time they enter a burning.building.
So. fortunately, there is no such thing as justifiable
arson.
The reaction-of neighbors of Kent and Parisi are just •
as questionable. The report said that a collection was
taken to pa) for the gasoline used to start the fires
Being interested and invoked. in the daily actn-ities of
your neighborhood is admirable, but carrying those
leaks to. suckan. extreme is ridiculous__ •
If, as the report leads us to believe. everyone knew
-about the drug-haven Miller midst, a sin—iW4iiig in-
sestig,ation bs proper authorities probably could have
solsed matters legally.
But if not. is anweithe way to instigate change?'
Jan Vertefeuille
It's almost a Month since the U.S
Supreme Court handed down as deci-
sion allowing Public school ad._
• minist raton nasal- snide's!
  
newspapess. 
I was sure the day after that story
Clime met the AP wire the editorial
.-pages of the =taxa aewspapess
Would be filled  with angry comments
laid outrage OM the swim", which
showed total disregard for the First
Amendment
&sidle days went by, columns and
letters on the op ts.1 pages appeared. -
but nothing like the angry outpour-
ing I expected
The highest c.ourt in the countrs
made censorship permissible in pubis:
schools and some papers es en agreed
And. with the des rosin as '.ague as
it 11 — DO one seems sure whether
students' broader .onstitutional
rights to freedom of expression arc
affected — why mote people aren't
upset by. this is puzzling
A 17. year -old from Westbrook
probably !rase the hest sir* of how
high school students feel about the
ruling in a letter to the editor of the
Maine Sunday Telegrams this week.
'•The Constitution says 'We the
people.' not 'We the adults.-' she
*Mote
-Should I be dented m .'in•
alienable' rights just because I am On-
ly 17? Students are said to be
'America's future', why not
America's present"' . _ _
so , anyoni with respect ` hlt
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the First, Amendment might ask'
Another troubling aspect of the
Supreme COUn &IMAM as that it also
kft unanswered the question of
whether college papers can he cen-
sored too.
As the. editor of a student
newspaper at a public college. this
concerns me.
Could the administration, if it so
-chose, decide that The Dotty Mow
Campus% content_ st_!'
with its basic educational mission
just as any high school administrator
now can?
And if they did, could they descend
upon the basement of Lord Hall and
proceed to shut us down, or worse,
take oser publication themselses'
No one seems to kno*
Why is it that high school students
are the ones getting the most upset,
in fact, almost the only ones getting
upset, about this court decision'
Students at Cony High School in
Augusta wore black armbands to
dal.: ;he day after the decision was
handed down. Students at UMame
barely batted an eyelash.
While school administrators
aroand-ihe country picked up the
oakiiMntimil prepared in slash.
The Daily Mi
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Students are last reskirt
Its the . •
I must object to the
misleading comments of Joel
Katz's in Monday's The Doh
Maine Caw wig from the article
titled "Attendance More than
Doubles at Maine Center for
the Arts."
•
According to Joel Katz. stu-
dent seats were distributed
throughout all of the sections as
the Maine Center 1 wavat last
/ r ides s per formance of Mark
Russell. I was seated in the left
orchestra section and was stir-
,rounded by other students. My
parents were in the middle sec• 
irefri a diK1.they did
not we any students sitting
around them Mark Russell
hunielT commented during the
per formanCettarthest were the
oldest students that he had ever
KW.
This is ironic: he was:there .
,rniunly for the students, but on-
126 were permitted to attend
the performance.
- Tickets for this esent were
sold out long before the
students had a fighting chance
for any of them When I got the
'tickets for Mark Russell the
firm day of classes this semester
(early) 1 was not asked what
seats I wanted. I was just hand
ed two tickets that were torn off
a collection of pre-printed
tickets that were stamped "not
for resale."
Would someone who wasn't
a student been given this? ,
The imusuce doesn't end
here.
Why is it that aftpromitely.
10.000 students have only 326
seats sased for 29 events ( a
large total of 9,454 seats) when
each student is supposed to be
able to see 4 events throughout
theyear? No wonder only 4.000
arts cards have been
distributed. It just isn't worth
it for a student to 'Ave one
when it can't be used for the
shows he really wants to go see,
let alone any shows at all. •
I wouldn't mind it so much
if the students were being given
first option for tickets, but in-
stead (as always) those who pay
cash get the first option and the
students.hest to_pay_the_,
University fees anyway, are
considered a last resort.
Adam Breseer-
English te-a-cliers needed m Japan
To the editor
If you ever wondered what it
is like to lise in a different
culture, perhaps it is time sou
found out.
Scholars and professionals
from all over the English speak -
ine world are doing just that by
teaching English in Japan.
Through a program spon•
sored by International Educa-
tion Sees ices in Tokyo. the
western wnwt (Japanese for
teacher) signs a one year con-
tract to instruct professionals
from mator Japanese corpora-
tions and government ministries
m technical and business related
English IF S. employs
teachers with a wide satiety Of
educational and professional
backgrounds from the U.S..
Canada, and the U.K
" In the classroom, discussions
can range from the technical
jargon of the instructor's field
to how to mopeds shakchands
Outside ,of the classroom, the
teacher becomes the student
with the opportunity to absorb
a new and diverse culture.
For further information on
the program contact: Interna-
tional Education Services Shin
Taiso Big., 10-7. Dogenzaka
2-choose. Shibuya-kis, Tokyo
150. Japan.
Ivy Moss.
Senior Personnel Supresisor
Colvin means unity
To the editor:
• lam a resident at Colvin Hall
and there are a few things I
would like the people of the
UMaine campus to know and
'it, consider.
This past week at a Dorm
Government Board Meeting we
discussed the issue ol our
reputation. As it stands right
now people see us as a dead
head dorm. Is it because people
wear tie dyes or dress different?
Well, I don't see it this way at
all.
As an incoming freshman I
was very nervous ablaut atten,
_ding collegtand the dorm of
which I'd bea part. One of the
girls who lived in the dorm last
year called me. She told me that
I-wouldn't like-the &UM Or the
—people in it. The people were
supposed to be deadheads,
wearing tie dyes and always
stoned. 
Well, thanks to my room-
mate who called me a few days
before my arrival, I realized
that this was not the Case.
She told me that the environ-
ment was not like the girl had,
said it was.
When I arrived r fiNILId the
people to be very friendly. I got
heavily involved in dorm ac-
tivities, became secretary of my
dorm, and through all this I
realized that these people
weren't really bad after all.
They respect us for how we arc.
There are those who like the
dead, but we also have our
share of preppies, jazalovers
arid punk music lovers. They
accepted me and I'm as far
away from the stereotype of a
dead head as anyone.
The residents at Colvin Hall
share a common feeling. This
feeling of unity, unity because .
were not. only living toiether
but Stocking together every day.
We can always sit together and
share a laugh. I'm not saying
our dorm is sacred and holy.
Every dorm has its problems, - -
but to me, Colvin Hall is a
special place, it's my home and
before people label, they- should
stop and look at what it is.
To me, Colvin is the best
dorm on campus. There. is no
way I'd eser leave it.
Pamela Hilditch
Colvin Hall
Complaints? Gripes? Frustrations? Let us know about
them! Maybe it can make a difference. Write to The Dual
Wain, Leunpus. Suite -a, Lord Hall.
Debunking some 'rivals about CIA recruitment
I would like to begin by thanking Mike laherge
• for his Dec It editorial about Colby College While
not intentionally entering into -the commentary
debates over the CIA, with his discussion of the
First Amendment. Mike contributed the most
substantial 'argument yet for allowing the CIA to
recruit here for at Colbs as the case may bet
Before I address Mike's argument directly.
however. I want to debunk a couple of harmful
myths that have been floating around in the press.
The first of these myths has it that. at Colby, its
the faculty versus the students; the faculty says
"ban" and the students say "no ban." This is
just a little too much like "Family Tics" to be real.
In truth, the group that was formed at Colby -for
the express purpose of protesting ('IA resruitment
-contains a larger proportion of students than the
parallel group here at IJMaine. It.would seem that
71-Fomehtrof the ...Ii betel 'misrepresented
This bringa us to .thesecond myth_ It seems the
student government at Colby feels that the faculty
are treating them like children by telling them what
to do. This in itself-is a childish attitude. 71se facuhy
at Collis are free to Make recommendations to the
board of trustees as they see fit This right is ac-
corded to them ;n the First Amendment. The stu-
dent body. and the student government are also free
to make such recommendations. The trustees will
then, hopefully, take into account both recommen-
dations before making a decision.
Would the student go%.ernment of Colby College
rather the faculty keep their strong opinions to
themselves? Since they don't like the faculty's opi-
nion, the faculty should not be free to voice them.
If this is not childish it is certainly undemocratic,
and it seems to have prevented the student govern-
ment from really representing the student's
opinions.
In the press lately, buried within the two abuse:
mentioned mum a third, more important topic has
been raised. This is the issue of First Amendment .
GUEST COLUMN
by Steven R. Gerlach
' rights. It was addressed. albeit.ln a convoluted man-
ner. by John Day in a recent column in the Bangor
Doily News, and was more clearly addressed by
Mike Laberge in his editorial column_
It is believed by John. Mike and a multitude of
others that banning the CIA from recruiting on
campus is a violation of their right to free speech..
This belief, however, can be seriously questioned.
--Ain stands now, organizations are invited to in-
. teiryiew here; it is a right, but a privilege extend-
ed- to groups and businesses operating legally within
this country. This privilege is not a matter of First
Amendment rights, but rather of the university
making judgements about the legality of a ixrtain
group's operations.
Whether it has been successfully prosecuted or
not, the CIA does not operate legally within this
country. The group has broken federal and inter-
national law dozens of times. Agents regularly
violate the same human nghts that are guaranteed
in our Constitution. They train and fund the
notoriously violent military police in El Salvador.
and the ever popular Contras in Nicaragua.
They have used the profits from heroin sold in
the U.S. to fund military adventures in southeast
Asia arid Central America. They have worked to
undermine the democratk process in Chile.
Oust ems's. OrbeCt, It.y bin and _doseakpf otber
countries around the world. As such, it is unques-
tionably true that the CIA operates, in many cases.
illegally -
It seems to be a contradiction to allow such an
illegal operation to recruit on our campus. There
are great many groups which would not be invited
to interview here because of their legal and human
' rights siolations.Such groups might include the Klu
Klux Klan, the Symbionese Liberation Army, and
the various cirgani7ed crune 
Indeed, Career Planning and Placement setsices
is not an open forum for all potential employers to
speak their views: hundreds of judgements are made
about who is allowed to interview at UMaine, but
the First Amendment rights of groups such as those
mentioned above are never brought into question.
It seems that a double standard has been applied
here because the CIA is part of the U.S. govern-
ment. The First Amendment is applied to one situa-
tion but not in another.
I question: Are the CIA"s actions any more legal  
or moral because they are apart of the U.S govern-
merit? Apparently not.
Members of the Manse Peace-Action committee—
are toos.cined about the university allowing such. 
anillegal operation to recruit here. Indeed, our sub-
committee on militarism has decided to make this
issue a major project. Our long term goal is to have
the CIA banned from recruiting at the UMaine
campus; we will begin working towards that end this
semester.
Our interim plans include presenting a full State-
ment to the Council of Colleges asking that .it ap-
prove such a ban. We will also be providing infor-
mation, discussions, films (come to the Peace and
Justice Film Festival this semester) and many op-
portunities for education and debate concerning this
issue.
If anyone is interested in working with us we meet
Thursdays at 3 p.m. in the Maples. Please join us.
tic-n•hers _of the MPAC Subcommittee on
Militarism are -Emily "R.J," Petblei-Seibert,._
Brent Singer, DebbteValentliTiriwic ()relic. and
SUN! Gerlach.
_
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Family weekend to be annual event
Ig BMW
Staff Writer
Bringing students and their families
together is the focus of the University
of Maine's first annual Family Winter
Weekend.
We are especial!) trying to pros ide
for new, students and their families."
Pamela Dtunas Series, assistant dean of
Student Services said. "We want to gisc
them a flavor of the activities on cam-
pus. '•
The weekend is scheduled for Feb.
19-21 and serves the same function as
Family and Friends Weekend in the fall.
Serfes said.
The weekend starts on Friday at 2
p.m.. with a winter camO.rig demonstra-
tion by the staff of Maine Bound
All day Friday there will be an open
visitation of classes for the families of
current and prospective students
"This will be an excellent chance to , The wildlife pens located behind Knox •
examine the academic side of universi- Hall will be open all afternoon for sins -
ts life," Seeks text "It's real impot-----ling the caribou.'
tant to iii%e them a better sense of the Once again on Saturday evening, the
universit ' 'Black Bear hockey team will take on
Also a Friday there will be a B.C. and the Gythrie Theater Comfamy
planet ium show titled "Where the will repeat its performance of
Dinosaurs Roam." a UMaine vs. "Frankenstein."
Boston College hockey game at Altond Daye Binder will make a special
Arena, and a (iuthrie Theater produc- presentation of James Taylor songs at
tien of Mary Shells's "Frankenstein" at S p.m in the After Hours club in the
the Maine Center for the Arts. Memorial Union
Series said the Guthrie Theater is
known as one of the countr‘'. fine.t
repertory companies.
Saturday's highlights will includc
snow sculpting competition along Col-
-w
lege Asenue in the morning. The theme • t alk.. ...A.1i deltlyed. • .for the sculptures will be the WinterOlympics. At noon. the Panhellenic 
Council be sponsoring Winter Car-
nis al (lames on the man Events 01-111----,4souriced Mondas thes will delas peace the Contra leaders addiectbegiril Jude snowshocing and cross country talks with Nicaragua's Sandinista web aid me--weapons daCe.
On Sunday, the weekend will be
wrapped up wsth a Paul Bunyan Brunch
in Sicwart Dining Commons.  The Meal
will include 1$ different items, .
Also on Sunday there will be three
different presentations in the Memorial
Union starting at 11 a.m.. one of which
will detail the university's history.
"We like to keep in touch with them
(families of students) by vving them op-
portunities -to come back." Series
said.
Contra leaders insist
MIAMI (API — Contra leaders ati- would be used only for 11On- ki hal did. '
skiing gosernment in the wake of emigres- • "We will go to third countries and
sional refection of their aid' peck-age peOple living outside the ('neted States"
•••
- Afraid
to be left out in the cold?
Read the
Daily Maine Campus
and know what's going
on at UMaine
RESIDENTIAL LIFE I
IADVISORY COMMITTEE -TUESDAY, FEB. 9, 5:00 pm.STODDER PRIVATE DINING ROOM
OPEN MEETING
TO REVIEW ROOM-SIGN-UP FOFt -SPRtIsfGr
Proposed changes in process
1) Single Room Application period March 21 to 25
4
Single Assignments March 29
2) Include lottery back in Room Swap Process
Proposed changes in lifestyles.
1} Discontinue Private Doubles to increase- available
Spaces
2) Change Gannett and Androscoggin to co-ed halls
The Residential Life Advisory Committee is seeking stu-
dent representatives from each residential campus area
If you are interested please contact your DGB president
or Barbara Smith. Chair. RLAC, West Campus Assistant
Director at 4702.
PE--SINT-Ik. LIFE
C.
Contra director Alfredo Cesar said for funds to buy weapons, said Cakro.
anther the.rebelt nor Roman CaihôhU but added no other nations have yet
Church leaders mediating the negotyi- been approached
lions would be able to attend a meeting The leaders said all contributions will
scheduled for Wednesday in Guatemala be. funneled through two non-profit
The delas will be for mils "a feu days foundations in %A ashington. which will
or a couple of weeks." said Cesar. abide strictly to U S law
who said that Wednesdas's meeting date Calero dismissed comments hs
had been tentatise in any case Panama's military stronvnan Gen.
The Contra leadership also announc Manuel Antonio Noriega that he had
ed a formal fund tailing drise that has been approaced with a plan to lead an
already rectised $500 from presidential ins asion of Nicaragua with L' ,S.
candidate Sen. Bob Dole. RKan . and support
$400 from Seri. John McCain. R-Ariz. "I have noel met Mr. Noriega or any
But Director Adolfo Calero said offerer under his command," said
"ons ate funds can never replace the Cala°, deriving there had CVCT been any
aid" turned down by Congress. . plan to insade Nicaragua or tp train
The mosses raised in the United States Contra troops in Panama
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PROMENADE
The Memorial Union Mini Mall
February 10
 9 AM.6114-
. Fresh AiSilk Flowers
Fashions from India & Bolivia
Jewelry
Bags & Sweatshirts
Army & Navy Surplus
Candy and other _gt)odies, plus much tiukh Mori'
QUALITY GIFTS
At Discount"
Prices
.41i: se 4i
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Bruins old-timers
to play at UMaine
hy Ills Serpa
On Tuesday night at Alfond Arena
the Boston Bruins Old Timers team will
plays group local players to benefit the
American Heart Association.
The Drums team will led by hall of
fanser John Bucyk, Don Marcotte, and
Ace Bailey.
Current University of Maine assistant
•Coacb Bruce Crowder will alsoxlay for
the old [liners. `
"WIT be a great event.. Its a great
chance for the people Up here to see a
hockey great like Johnny Bucyk,"
Crowder said.
-I hope we get a good crowd up
there. It's a great hockey town."
Bucyi said.
According to Bucylr.-the Drums Old -
Tuners play 1015 games every year for
chanty. He is espes-uilly happy to be
pying for the American Heart Associa
non because he is the 111assachusett,
state chairrrian for the or ganirat ion
The Bruins team will also inclusic
several players who were NH1 All-Stars
hut neser plaVed for the Bruins
The local team will be led by stsçral
of the Unisersity of Maine hockey
corkhes including head coach Shawn
Walsh.
Former NIB player Danny'llolduc of
N'atervilk will captain the local team.
According to -Crowder, the team will
also include several of UNIame's red
shirt players.
Tickets for the 7 p m game will hc
asailable at .Alfond Arena prior to thc
game. Students with their 1.0 cards will
pay $3 for tickets while the general
public will be let in lot $5.
According to Bucsk. the teams will bc
asailablc for autographs before thc
game and during a long break between
_the second and third
Sports
Maine Hockey Statistics
No Narrie'GP G A PTS FG
II David Carman° 30 23 38 61 4
8 Mike Golden 31 26 34 60 3
10 Mike McHugh 31 24 28 520
28 Mario Thyer 31 14 26 40 2
18 Jack C'apuano 31 10 30 403
29 Chris Laleatia-34-13 21 362
22 Dave Wevisley 31_ IS 15 33 0
16 Guy Perron 30 111$ 290.
19 Bob Corkum 27 9 14 23 1
9 Chris Cambio 28 9 11 20 1
21 C. Scremin 31 4 13 17 0
20. Todd Jenkins 24 6 1 14 2
Overall: 254-2 Hockey East: 16-2-2
No. Name GP G A PTS FG
4 Vince Guidotti 31 311 140
23 Todd Studnicka 2647 11 0
7 Dave Nonis 22 2 8 10!
6 Jim Burke 30 1 7 8 0. •
• 2 Bob Beers 301 7 II 0
3 Dan Fowler 17 I *SO
17 John Masser& IS 1 3 4 0
27 'Bruce Major 19 0 4 4 0
14 Bill (lough 2 1 1 2 0
13 B. Belief 1k 6 0 I 1 0
1 Scott Kinglit2 0.) 10 -
30 Al boring 17 0000
he Bears seen in action earlier this season.
GOAL TENDING GAA W I T
Scott King 2.82 181 1
Al Loring 3.84 7 3 1
TOTALS 3.21 25 4 2
MAINE TOTALS
31 183 311 494 20
OPPONENT TOTALS
31101162 293 II
UMaine baseball coach signs three-year contract
['Maine IMO, n ) • c h John V. inkin reread, signed • NM tineemar
(AP)- Dr. John Winkin. ranked
among the top 20 college baseball
coaches in the nation in career victories.
has been extended a new three-year con-
tract to coach the University of Maine
Black Bear baseball team, it was an-
nounced this week by Uniscrsits
Athletic Director Dr. Kevin V. hite.
The new contract • will run through
1991.
.Dr. teJranncing the contract
extension, cited the exemplary leader-
ship prOsided by .1.inkin during his 13
yert as head coactrof the Black gears--
"John has done an eicellent job with
regard toeach and every aspect of our
baseball program," Dr. White noted
in his recommendation for the new
contract.
Winkin joins hockey Coach Walsh
as members of the current. Maine
coaching staff to receive the three-year
contracts. -
Since arriving at the University in
1974 from Colby College, Winkin has
posted 374 victories against 185 losses
and two ties, and has led the Black Bears
to the College World Series -sic times,
finishing as high as third in 1982
Ihiring his lengthy career Winkin has
been named the College Division Na-
tional COatth of-the Year, 1965; the Divi-
• 4;..•
sion 1 New England Coach of the Year,
1975; and Northeast Region Coach of
the Year, 1976, 1982, 1983, 1984 and
1986.
For 20 years prior to joining the
Maine staff, he was the baseball coach
and athletic director at Colby College
where his teams won 294 games and lost
240 with eight ties.
A member of three Halls of Fame. the
American Baseball Coaches Hall of
Fame, the Maine Baseball Hail of Fame
and the Maine Sports Hall of Fame.,
--Biankinhas.absi been honored with the 
Lefty Gomez award for contributions to.
-college baseball and the 1987 ECAC
Distinguished Achievement Award.
In 1983 he served as the head coach
for the United States All-Star Collegiate
team in the friendship Series playeo
against South Korea and Japan. Thr
nusleus of that team made up the 1984
USA Olympic Team.
A 1941 graduate of Duke University.
Winkin holds master's and doctoral
degrees from Columbia Unisersity.
Winkin's 14th University of Maine
baseball team will open its 1988 season
March 4 at the University of Miami in
Florida. the first of a 24-game schedule
to be played in Florida during the
school's spring recess.
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Sather holds court at
All-Star news conferenc
•-:
_MANI& MMIW Camptas.._Tucaday. Fehnsani
 //111/WINIMIIN
St. Louis (AP) — In a game that is with Keenan's picks that filled out the
basically for show, Glen Sather thinks Wales Conference following the tanl'
that Mike Keenan might be taking Tues- vote.
day's night's NHL All-Star Game a lit- The Edmonton coach presumed that
tie too seriously. Keenan specifically chose a defensive
However, that doesn't stop him froni_lineup to suffocate his team's high-
admiring the Philadelphia Flyers coach. • scoring potential with such players as
"He's a competitor." said the
coach of the Edmonton Oilers who will
lead the Campbell Conference in the
NHL's showcase game at The Arena. "I
like guys who don't like to lose, no mat-
ter what the circumstances.
• "I liked Bob Johnson when he was in
the Ieague for the same reason. He was
a very intense guy. I miss Bob "
Wayne Gretzky, Dems Savard, Steve
Yu-mien, Mark Messier and rookie sen-
sation Joe Nieuwendyk, among others.
"1 can defense Mario L.-mieux any
time I want," Sather said. "but the
idea of the All-Star Game is to let the
talents show their abilities. It should be
more of a wide-open game.
"I'm not necessarily here to-win. but
While Johnson, the former Calgary—Mike & I oast hope sia
Flames'coach. was receiving the Letter • good game, one the fans enjoy."
Patrick Award for his service to hockey. In defense of his choices for the team,
Sather held court at an All-Star news Keenan said he was looking for "leader-
conference Monday that included most ship qualities" as much as anything in
of the 40 All-Star players. his players.
Included were Edmonton goaltender "I picked three players from the
Grant Fuhr and Pittsburgh center Mario Montreal Canadiens (Larry Robinson.
Lemieux, the top vote-getters for their Mats Naslund, and Patrick Roy)
_.ralpeetive conferences. Fuhr, the overall because they were in first place at the
leader in the balloting, will be starting tune," he said. "For the same reason,
in goal for the Campbell Conference, 1 selected three from my own P-_sin
while Lemieux will be in the starting (Mark Howe, Dave Poulin and Kjell
lineup for the Wales. Samuelson). We were leading the divi-
Sather was not entirely enchanted sion at the time. "
Complaints? Gripes? Frustrations? Let
us know about them! Maybe it'll make
a difference. Write to the Daih Maine
Campus, Suite 7a, Lord Hall
76ers fire head coach
PHILADELPHIA (AP) The
Philadelphia 7bers fired Matt Guokas as
head coach and replaced him with *ISIS-
tam Jim Lynam, the NBA club an-
nisunced today
ynam who inherits a struggling
team with a 20-23 record, will take over
Tuesday night when the tram plays the
Atlanta Hawks.
Guokas could not be reached for
comment after the 76ers disclosed earl
today they were holding a press con-
ference to make a major announcement
A woman answering the telephone at
Guokas' home told The Associated
_Press he was asleep and was not taking
calls.
She would not comment..
Guokas had been the Siam' coach
since June .14. 19015. He hired Lynam.
who previously had been head coach of
the San Diego and Los Angeles Cho-
wn, as his assistant three days later.
Ouokas, who signed a OM two-year
contract last May. built a record of
119-88 starting with a $4-28 finish in
1985416 and following with 45-3- in
'll7-117.
The Sawa have bet=vv... of ;lieu Iasi
nine games overall and their last 10 in
succession on the road. They have made
less than 50 percent of their field goals
in II consecutive games.
Contributing factors have included
Andrew Toney's chronic foot problems
and a back injury that has sidelined star-
ting forward Cliff Robinson for the last
seven games.
Ail-Star forward Charlet Bar k ley
missed two recent games with a sprain-
ed left ankle, but anpeated in the last
two games before the AU-Star break and .
played 15 mingles for the .East in Sun.. 
day's Chicago
Stadium.
The Sisers also have been checking
throughout the.NBA about possible ad-
ditional personnel moves At one point,
they seemed to have some interest in Los
Angeles Clippers guard Mike Woodson.
They also were contacted within the
last two weeks by the Utah Jazz about.
possible interest in a deal for shooting
guard and small forward Kelly Tripuka.
The lam trying to move the unhappy
Tnpuka. supposedly were willing to tale
forward Danny Vrasses in return, assum-
ing any salary cap barriers could be
handled
. I ynam. a star guard at St. Joseph's
University. spent II seasons as a college
coach at Faitileid.-"Amerscan and St.
Joseph's. worked for two seasons as an
ssstant with the Portland Trail Blazers
and most of two seasons as the head
coach of the Clippers
The Clippers were 10-'2 under I roam
in 1903-84, and 22 19 the following
season before he was replaced by Don
Chancy, now an Atlanta assistant
(woke.' played at St Joseph's. then
spent 10 seasons as an NBA player with
the Soters. Chicago, Cinncinnati. Kan-
sas City. Houston and Buffalo He
returned to the Sams as 4 broadcaster
in 1977, then became an assistant to Bil-
l', ('unninatiam in December of 1981
APPLICATIONS
Are Being Accepted for
Vice President of Fina
Affairs
of Student Government
This is a paid position, one semester accounting required
Submit -Application' s to
Student Government Office
floor Memorial Union or call 581-17753rd
DEADLINE: FEB.15 
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p-ten hoop
Top-ranked Arizona lost to Stanford
82'74 last Thursday, so that automatical-
ly makes runnerup Nes ada-I as Vegas
No. I. right?
'Wrong.
Nevada-Las Vegas lost to- C al ?Sant a
Saturday afternoon.
that automaticalls makes No 1 Brigham
Young No. 1, nght' rong
Duke lost to North Carolina State
71-74 Saturday. so that automaticalls
makes No. 5 Temple No. I, right?
Maybe. After all. the Qiivis did beat
Rutgers 84-53.
That's the kind ot week college
basketball had Not onts did 13
members of the Associated Priss TO
* lb
LUCIL11175
Twenty lose one or more games, but the
Unisersny of Dallas, ended the,nation's
longest losing streak by a four-year col-
lege at 86 games Saturday by defeating
John Brown University 76-68,
Arizona and Duke recovered to post
ictories ott Stmday-' while No.,. 11
VI ichigan and No. 20 St. John's at least
lost to higher-ranked -teams.
"At this point. I don't give a lick
about the No. 1 thing." said bounced
back to win at California 74-62.
Other Top Twenty losers this
weekend included Michigan BO NO, 6
Purdue 91-8' Sunday), NO. - 14
Georgetown Ito Connecticut 66-54), No'.
15 Vanderbilt Ito I SU 94-79). No. 16.
Iowa State (to aklahoma State 80-78 in
This Manse goalk Is read, for whatever comes his wss.
NEW ARRIVAL*
TAPESTRIES
and India T-shirts 
show student ID and get 10 percent off the
already low prices. Also: remember that special
someone on
Valentine's Day. All jewelry 20 percent off.
24 Main St ,Orono
Open 10-5 Monday- Saturday
MCNISA accepted
"IiIr•MQ6SeGS.C.."6:60•ZGAZGO116.4i0iCik,••,•46.1... 4
have rough week
overtime), No: 17 Illinois (to Indiana
75-74). No. 19 Florida (to, Auburn
58-57) and No. 20 St. John's (to No. 12
Syracuse 79-62).
Elsewhere Saturday, No.-7 Oklahoma
_._outgunned Mitwizi -120-10t. No. 10
Kentucky trounced Mississippi State 83-
.59. No. II Iowa whipped Michigan
State 101-72 and No. 18 Bradley beat
Drake 8567 while No. 8 North Carolina
and .No. 9 Pitt had the weekend off.
— No. .1 Arizona 74, California-62
Anthony Cook, a 6-foot-9 junior,
scored a season-high 19 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds for Arizona, which
outrebounded Cal 40-21 and committed
only five turnovers to the-Bears' IS.
Sean Elliott, Arizona's leading scorer.
had 15.points. / •
— Cal-Santa Bar.. o 2
— Alabama-Birmingham 10,2, No. 3
Brigham Young 83
BYU Coach Laden Andersen wasn't.
overly concerned with the 17-1 Cougars'
kiss at UAB, which pulled away fro*
39-37 halftime lead. —
"Now that we've gat that (an
unbeaten record) off our back, maybe
we'll be, better as we prepare for the
(hICAA) tournament." he said
VliChaei Charles and Reginald Turner
each scored 24 points and Barry Bearden
added 23 as Alabama-Birmingham.
13-10, played what Coach. Gene Bartow -.
called "the best basketball game UAB
has ever played."
Michael Smith led BYU with
points. •
Duke 70. Notre Dame 61 ,
— North Carolina S. 77, No. 4 Duke
▪ 74
Lightning struck twice for 20-2
UNL V when the Gauchos, who down-
ed the Runnin' Rebels 62-60 in Las
Vegas last month, did it again, this time
at home •
Carrick DcHart scored '16 of his, 214
points, including three 3-point shots, in
UCSB's 28-10 second-half burst that
erased UNLV's lead. Gerald Paddio led
UNLV with 24 points.
Duke. which lost to N.C. State on
Saturday. defeated Notre Dame on Sun-
day as Quin Snyder came off the- bench
to ignite a second-half rally
. • On Saturday, Vimiy Del Negro scored
eight points in the final three minutes to
rally N.C. State from an 11-point
halftime deficit and into a three-way tie
with Duke and idle North Carolina for
the Atlantic Coast Conference lead
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Maine Masque Theatre presents
Quitter/,4
_
Molly Newman arid
Music-and
Barbara 9amashek
ra Rarnashrk
Road OS Quince, •nd [ 'mew*. .4tri
1,01—arroararitSrt rid Norma etraier, Alien
February 10-13 at 8 pm
Matinee bruary 11 at 2 pm
Hau'ck Auditorium 0
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Student Volunteerism Mini-Fair & Reception
Damn Yankee Tues., Feb. 9 6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Over 40 community service groups will be on hand to talk with
students about volunteering their services for their community1,
organizations. Everyone is Welcome!
Student-Volunteerism Week will be held Feb 8-12
s
-
Nutrition
Active in sports competition? Like to
work out in the gym a few times; week?
Varsity athlete? Yciu may already be
aware that what you eat can affect your
performance and. the amount of enjoy-
ment you recetye from your activity.
You may also, however, lie contused
by the ON'ef-W helming amount of connk-
ting advice on food and nutntion com-
ing from esery direction
help ghicn-ric usion
r t ree major factors related to
diet the importance of fluid intake and
• ProPcr hYdration.‘aloric requirements,
and calorie sources.
• The drink of champions and arguably
the second most imponaro nutrient
after oxygen is cool, plain water. ate!'
acts as the body's coolant during exer-
cise. Water also helps transport
nutrients througout the body and helps_
speed recosery from workouts by tar-
rying waste products out.
Nancy- Clark. . rasted-trionT
nutritionist, says that at 2 percent
dehydration, you will reduce your work.
capacity hs 10 to I 5 rercerli Thereis-re, :-
athletes should make esery attempt to
replace lost fluid as soon as •possible
Thirst is .not an accurate indicator of .
hydration, and you may replace only 60
percent of the fluid your body need' by'
using thirst as a guide.
Professional sports nutritionists
recommend 10 to 20 ounces of water
before an es ent or exercise session, tour
ounces es cry 15 minutes during the ses-
sion. and 16 ounces for every pound lost
after
Water is the best choice for fluid In-
take. Diluted fruit micesat-a ratio of
One part juice to four pans watex are ac-
ceptable However, the sugar in these
mixtures delay water absorption. Cof-
fee, tea and alcohol should be_avoided
because they act as diuretics..
--Exerctse mcfeases the athletes !MTV
needs Depending on body size and type
of exercise, many athletes must consume
between 3,000 to 6,000 calcines per day
A balanced din based on the four
CcKscl grouts, with emphasis on breads
and cereals, and fruits and segetables
will gise an athlete the nutrients needed
to maintain daily actnity and the asap
to perform in optimum condition.
Proteins, fats, and carbohydrates are
all energy souri.les.  Protein's primary'
function is to build and repair body
tissues. It is only used as energy as a last
resort Exercise does nor increase your
daily requirement of protein. Studies
show that athletes who insure that 10 to
15 percent of their total calories come
from a variety of proteins such as lean
Commas. Tuesday, February 9, 19U
m -M9Orhead,
'Fats. are a concentrated source ,of
energy. hut .ar not an efficient source
dt. fuel. I-'. -lean at h ICI CA have ample
frACIA CS 10 eft the demands .of ' New York (API — Julio Cesar
stratious periods Of exercise, Less than. Chavez of Mexico.- the World Boxing •
.O percent of our- calories should come Association lightweight champion, was
from fat named the Fighter of the Year for 19117,
- Cartvhydrates-iire the superior souftie -Hosing Writere--Asiition - of
of fuel for exercise and should make up America announced Monday.
50 to 60 percent of our total calories. The 25-year-old Chaver won the Ed. -
Reserses may be depleted in as little as ward J. Neil Award by one sote over
two hours .and must-he restored on' a Sugar Ray Leonard'. who came out of
daily basis. retirement and won the middleweight  •ti-
Researchhas shown that the ability to tk from ‘larsclous Mars in Hagler on
sustain sigorous exercise is directly a 12-round split decision, and hy three
related to initiaJ les els of glycogen. the Yokes os a Mite Tyson, who became the
stored form of carbohydrates in the fun undisputed hero ',weight champion
muscles and user. This is important to since irs.
member if youare participating in an Chmet. 55-0. with 46 knockouts,_ .
event more than an hour long such as - 'relinquished the W orld Boxing Council
the Fiji marathon, ahere-stamina and super featherweight title and won the -
endurance , play a key role in your WBA lightweight title by stopping Ed-
.
success win Rosario the I th round Nov 21. '.
There are two types of- car- Glenwood Brown,
bohydrate -- that 
- should welterweight from Plainfield. NJ.. 16
-;-=-aot---be ignored. Remember-that what O. with- II blackouts. -wes--the---C
meat , fish and low  laLm.dk 4.‘ what --makes---yrsto--- • WArriaro—ksirard—irrtns oect--0
meat their daily protein requirement. muscles run tomorrow
Do something significant for
your resume!
GET PUBLISHED
• •• ••••...."" • •
Write for The Daily Maine Campus.'
tcontact Monica Wilcox at 5 8 1 - 1 2 68.
Army & Navy Sale
4(
Location: North and South Lown
Room
Date : February 3-12„ Monday-Friday
9:00 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.
Genuine U.S. & European Surplus:
Wool, West German,
French Pants
$15
U.S. Navy Wool Middy's
& Peacoats
110-30
Full Length Raincoats &
Trench Coats
56-15
British, US_ Offish, French'. Italian
Wool Sweaters
58-15
Heavy Cof1011. 6-Pocket
Field Pants- U.S., Dutch,
West German
17-15
Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping BagslOc-15t)
520-530
Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Scarfs,
and
Lots, Lots, Lots More!
Chavez named
Fighter of Year
year
thher winners were trainer Angelo
Dundee, boxing writer Jack Fiske of the
San •Francisco Chronicle and boxing
tekstsion analyst Alex Wallau of ABC.
Dundee. linen credit by Leonard for
mapping his strategy against__Elagler,
won the Al Buck Memorial Award for
• managertramer of. the year.
Fisie Won the. iatnes 1. Walker for
long and meritoriiis service to boxing.
Wallau won the Sam Taub Award for
'exellence in broadcast journalism.
Fartici. 1-1mer Smith of the
Philadelphia Daily News won the Nat
Fleischer Award for excellence in box-
ing journalism 
•
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